For patients undergoing coronary artery bypass grafting at higher risk of stroke is the single cross-clamp technique of benefit in reducing the incidence of stroke?
A best evidence topic in cardiac surgery was written according to a structured protocol. The question addressed was whether, for patients undergoing coronary artery bypass grafting at higher risk of stroke, the single cross-clamp (SC) technique is of benefit in reducing the incidence of stroke. Using the reported search 458 papers were identified. Six randomised controlled trials (RCTs), of which one was a duplicate publication, represented the best evidence on the subject. The author, journal, date and country of publication, patient group studied, study type, relevant outcomes, results and study comments and weaknesses were tabulated for these. We conclude that current best available evidence, from six RCTs randomising 490 patients, suggests that there is no benefit of SC technique over multiple cross-clamp (MC) technique in terms of reduction in the incidence of stroke (SC=2/206 vs. MC=7/284; P=ns) although there is some advantage of SC technique in causing less neuropsychological deficits and release of serum S-100 protein, a surrogate marker of cerebral injury.